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go back into space dust. • (c) The Reverse Matrix Avatars vampire energy
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go back into space dust, i.e., undifferentiated units of consciousness. So you still
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12. space dust: Space dust is undifferentiated units of consciousness that can
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11. What is space dust dermed as in Keylontic Science? It is defined as
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collision of elemental space dust and its resulting evolutionary progression, as suggested by
some
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to literal "space dust," or units of undifferentiated consciousness without form or sentient
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it back to space dust. You"re always in God - you"re made of units

bloVvfl back to space dust where you are simply undifferentiated units of consciousness that
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yourself back into space-dust. And space-dust is holy. It just doesn"t remember

space-dust. And space-dust is holy. It just doesn"t remember much. So, you
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be reduced to space dust. In order to avert this pending Earth cataclysm the
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units of "space dust" at the eventual, inevitable, implosion of the Phantom Matrix.
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of consciousness ("space dust") . Survival of sentience in the Phantom Matrix is
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return to natural space-dust Partiki Units) any portions of the Ecka and Veca
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Pulse transmutation to space-dust units. Once the 3-Day Particle Conversion Period ended,
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being to "Space Dust" units. The • Judgment Day" of the natural He-
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there"s nothing, just space dust. There"s a knowing that comes and it comes with
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go back as space dust. There"s nothing you can do. You can prolong its
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field as pki space dust Organic Condition of "fall" and "anti-Christiac"
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n·eld" pklspace. dust Oraanlc C.ou.dtuon of •taW and •

back into particle space-dust units within the Veca Body Template. their <.;ore.
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been returned to space dust very quickly, so the Black Hole races on this

this veca to space dust. It WAS however successful! The red pulse can now
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and returned to space dust or were captured and used to create the perfect
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de-evolution to space-dust return. Earth and its Solar System engaged Host-Buffered.
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Progressive-Return-to-space-dust), the Host-Buffer of the lntreface Gate systems allowing

to Red Pulse Space-Dust Return. Introduction to Planetary Starburst Dynamics 1. Starburst
Response
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units "Etheric space dust". Dimensional Etheric Body Starburst Point causes shatter and
release
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the "Etheric Space-dust" Partiki units from the imploded Dimensional Etheric Crystal Body
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Kristiac Stand to space dust before they would allow their Shield Codes to fall
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than rapid accelerated space dust evolution. In this session, we also learnt about the
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go back as space-dust, and I just don"t care anymore. Sure. What am
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and turned into space-dust. We wouldn"t have Source as a living energy field

have would be space-dust, floating around in whatever was left, of what was
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they"re back to space dust, and that"s what they are trying to avoid. So

go back as space dust, because that"s holy too, as long as they feel

to Source, as space dust, or as whatever. That"s fine. But this is all
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and turn to space dust or get our currents reversed. That was then, anyway,
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ourselves back to space-dust. We are still with God, we just don"t remember
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go back to space dust. An unnatural anti-Christos black hole is designed to
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go back to space dust (d) both (a), (b) and (
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and turned into space-dust. We wouldn"t have Source as a living energy field

have would be space-dust, floating around in whatever was left of what was
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anything else ("space-dust") or progressively expanding your form to hold the knowledge,
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go back as space dust or if I go back with my full memory

So, even with space dust return, you are not "never going · -

le)ads to space dust return but at the highest of that evolution that
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system go into space-dust return because of something that the predominant consciousness
in
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Source, as partiki space dust on the next natural inhale or Adashi cycle. So,
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yourself back into space-dust. And space-dust is holy. It just doesn"t remember

space-dust. And space-dust is holy. It just doesn"t remember much. So, you
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go into full space dust return, they will be able to re-accrete the
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as opposed to space dust, because those that usually end up in space dust

end up in space dust return aren"t, at least at first, peaceful with the
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system go into space-dust return because something that the predominant consciousness in
that
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Source, as partiki space dust on the next natural inhale or Adashi cycle. So,
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Cycle (and space dust return to God Source) between 500-1000 years from
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gone back as space dust with the Borja matrix, so there was a decision

it goes to space dust return. So, they have been trying for a long
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It would choose space dust return before it would allow itself to be used

out what fast space dust means. They set it in motion. It wasn"t because
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that is going space dust rapidly at that point. But we have at least
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back in as space dust, or we get to activate the Rasha bodies and
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go back as space dust, because they hit space dust return at the same

because they hit space dust return at the same time that there is a

go back as space dust, to pick up that template on the way back

lot of the space dust ones don"t even realize exist. Yes, they will temporarily

back through as space dust, they will be able to reassemble each of their

of their little space dust pieces that will still bear the encryption that they

going back as space dust? It"s not the most pleasant thing to do. But
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go back as space dust. But, what we are going to do, what the
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and return to space dust) that our Solar system is heading towards in the
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Star Fall" (space-dust return following "Sovereign Lone-Star Black-hole fall"

its final Nova-Space-Dust return cycle, at which time the Density-1 AnShaTASa
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go home as space dust. But space dust is still sacred. There is no

space dust. But space dust is still sacred. There is no excuse anymore once
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Matrix going to space dust (c) is a Matrix that holds enough Krystiac
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go back to space dust. It will nova~blow up and go back into

natural creation, that space dust will catch an Adashi Ascension Wave back and go

nova and becoming space dust. 6. Explain the creating of a quarantine during the

Page:  16

inevitable point of space dust return. • To avoid this, a quarantine will be

it will do space dust return. 7. Is there a possibility of a Krystic

in understanding that space dust is just as precious to God-Source as body
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10. What is Space Dust? (a) Little units of consciousness. (b) Little
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turns everything to space dust very fast. All right? When the Bhardoah Cycle of
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before it does space dust return, but it will. And what that means is:
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go back to space dust, which is the inevitable destiny of one of those,

of those, that space dust will get pulled back in to God Source Consciousness

through it as space dust, it depends on what type of system you"re in.
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go back to space dust. It will nova or it will blow up and

natural creation, that space dust ... little units of consciousness, little Partiki ... will

ended up as space dust return ... notice the word "return" on the

on the end. Space dust or not, you always come home. This is why
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it will do space dust return. So, there will be a quarantine set here

inevitable point of space dust return. So, when this system falls, it will fall
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in understanding that space dust is just as precious to God Source as body
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going back as space dust because it didn"t make it through that cycle. But,
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and return of space dust. So, we are in the process where, we are
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to some than space dust return. It is referred to as the Path of
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go back as space dust in the next natural Startire Cycle of the Aquious

go back as space dust and it will take a lot ofthings with it.
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to Partiki Units, space dust. And those will eventually ride back on a natural

go through a space dust return, if that image is brought back, that memory

to do a space dust, but they will be able to re-accrete and
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inevitable, eventual "Space-dust Return") would be the only path remaining for the
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Hole Fall and Space-dust Return. This "Path of Fall" is called the
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to the Deevolutionary Space-dust Return Path of KaLE-DEma. In that both the
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and elemental "space-dust" of which "molecular cloud" star nurseries are formed.
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to eventual "Space-dust Return " If a Krystar Central Sun engages "

Black Hole Fall Space-dust Return" to the GodSource Consciousness Field, via passage
through

"destiny of Space-dust Return," as it can "rebirth at will" its

Page:  27

Black Hole Fall Space-dust Return. And we were given the "simultaneous Gift

final path of Space-dust Return? The "choice" is seriously "our own,"

Page:  29

consumption and eventual Space-dust Return. Over long, progressive cycles of M31-HOSTED
organic
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the path of space dust return before it would be taken into the Wesedrak
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gone back to space dust with them because of its proximity because they are
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back to the space dust pattern, but they did that to protect us. They
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go back as space-dust return, or Starfire return whichever way it went, at
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it does a space dust return through a Starfire cycle-its own Starfire cycle.
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rapidly back to space dust return They can"t continue eating stuff like this, they

Page:  93

them back to space dust instantly. The better option is giving them the option,

want to do space dust and go with the part of Earth that will

Page:  118

them back into space dust if you try to bring them through if they

Page:  164

back into a space dust return spiral, but so would have our matrix way

go back as space dust, you can get everybody off the planet at that

Page:  165

go back as space dust. Space dust is blessed too Now there are people

some day as space dust, however this planetary system and this sun system, has

themselves back as space dust as we go through this. This is one of

Page:  168

fall and eventual space dust return But it isn"t that severe from the perspective

Page:  170

would go into space dust fall if the Gyrodome technology were applied 450 BYA.
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going back to space dust So, this is why for the whole time we
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go back to space dust very quickly because we"d be over saturation of frequency

have gone to space dust and would have imploded a long time ago but
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them into a space dust return, we would have been dragged in with them.
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brought back to space dust, or taken into a fall like Bourgha Assimilation, and
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go back as space dust instantly when it tries to pull in with Urtha,
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it will do space dust return, if Earth can Hold the Status of a

goes back to space dust. And then when that System goes in its next

natural Starfire, any space dust that"s left from anything that did that goes home

go back as space dust and have a free-for-all while you"re down
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go home as space dust" No [laughs], they don"t No, they still really,
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go back as space dust "cuz the person throwing energy at me and

and take the space dust path you can do that, nobody"s saying you can"t,
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it back to space dust and do a re-generation before an Eckasha will
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trapped forever until space dust, in the victim/victimizer game. So it"s Big, what
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would turn to space dust instantly as soon as Urtha pulled into the Edons.
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which is a space dust return, alright? Now our sciences here have for a
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gone back as space dust This was like 450 billion years ago-long, long

wouldn"t have gone space dust either. So they gave us time instead of quarantining

going into its space dust return cycles but not all of it is going

Page:  396

hole Fall and space dust return I"m simplifying a lot here, there is a

Page:  398



can fall to space dust return, but Eckashas are eternal. So none of the

go to instant space dust cause that is what would normally happen if a

Page:  430

as Nova or space dust and then on the next natural Starfire for the

the Eckasha, that space dust will be drawn back into Source. Nothing is ever

units, you know space dust Partikl units. They are both considered holy by Source,

template instead of space dust So they are still, their Eckasha has not had
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go back as space dust right then, but it would progressively, it would deteriorate
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going back to space dust They are now looking for some place to hop

Matrix is going space dust, it is going back to Nova and, you know,
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natural way to space dust, right? So this was a learning experience also for
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go back to space dust really fast, Alright? So, we are out here. These
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going back as space-dust, which is kind of like a spark current that
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Partiki units or space-dust and be taken back home to Source that way.

opening ... their space-dust will come back with them. Somebody is holding their
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It is like space-dust would be a relief, because you could take this
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into Paritki Dust- Space Dust the Gamma Ray Bursts that would be otherwise coming
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Nova, and make space dust Now science from here is able ... with their

Page:  42

everything goes full space dust So, there is one opportunity for things that get

status and complete space dust return It"s good for them. It"s something that they

it"s better than space dust return It"s something ... a gift that as the

Page:  49

system back into space dust return, which is another way to say Nova or

that is through space dust return, where, whatever system you fall in, the body

go back as space dust There is no memory crystals left There"s no Coushas

Page:  60

come back as space dust So, there is a lot ... anyway, I"m not

Page:  64

Bardoah cycle where space dust return will happen. There"s a point at the end

Page:  69

go back to space dust, cause the rest on a natural, even on a

Page:  74

end up in space dust return. What they"re trying to do is postpone the

Page:  78

do the full space dust path. They will have to .. we"re going to

Page:  80

once you hit space dust because then you don"t remember it but it"s the

Page:  87

going to go space dust it doesn"t look at that the way we do.



That"s OK, go space dust, ya just catch the next wave in, in pieces,

to be in space dust," right? And it"s like, "Don"t cry for me,"

Page:  92

through, not do space dust and it can take them with it when it

Page:  118

back in a space dust cycle-a StarFire cycle ... they come back in.
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never return until space dust or be sucked back in to Source so it

Page:  271

actually hit "space dust return," but on a System that"s naturally functioning on

Page:  272

end up in space dust or they can do a Bardoah at the end

Page:  273

instead of going space dust and shattering here with the Consciousness stuck out here,
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Hole fall and space dust return. That Path is available to Earth and whatever
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the route of space dust with the Ma-ta-urs that form the matter
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go back to space dust As long as you feed the black hole with
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to black hole space dust return, has 223 years before this New Earth ascension

Page:  466

Earth will do space dust return with Sol, with our sun, and it will

go back as space dust into the Andromeda Galaxy because that"s where it"s home
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not afraid of space-dust for myself all right. If that was the worst-

Page:  503



inevitable return to space dust that occurs in a full Black hole Fall, even

sometimes for that space dust return to happen. So you will see this also
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eventually implode to space dust, billions of years from now, & when that occurs,

that occurs, that space dust will go back the trail to Andromeda, so the

units of that space dust, that consciousness, can go back home thru its home
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it goes into space dust return or any of that but we have this

Page:  10

activation will find space dust very quickly going through the core gates These, the

Page:  18

through but as space dust. And, you"d end up as space dust on the

end up as space dust on the other side or stuck somewhere floating around

taken home as space dust (chuckles). But, we"re not teaching anybody how to
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fall, which is space dust return. And then their buddies on the Wesedrak side
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fall until eventual space dust return The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by

Page:  65

goes back to space dust in its own, you know, in the space that
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it was as space dust. They were not going to be there anymore. But
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still will do space dust return eventually-unless they force back open what our

Page:  115

go back as space dust but Spirit is the Eternal Source and Force. So,

Page:  133

end up as space dust, one thing we won"t end up as is possessed.

Page:  162



ride home as space dust with it "And the last born of the

and meet its space dust So, for that one, that one last incarnate out
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inevitable, eventual "space-dust return"), would be the only path remaining for the
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go back as space dust That is a personal version of a black hole
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will go into space dust return, which is the natural way of the units
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lose yourself in space dust, where you can pull yourself back together and reincarnate
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created Black-Hole-space-dust-return in the future. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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yourself back into space-dust. Space-dust is holy; it just does not remember
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go back as space dust because the person throwing energy at me, trying to

to take the space dust path you can do that; nobody is saying you
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created Black-Hole-space-dust-return in the future. Presented by Adashi MCEO LLC
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go back as space dust So everybody goes back one way or another. Every

pick Ascension or space dust And those who have actually made it through Ascension,
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go back to space-dust so it could go home with the Eternal Life

go back as space-dust But eventually your consciousness will go back as space-

go back as space-dust, but you won"t remember your journey You won"t remember

get back as space-dust But they"re kind of special arrangements that are made
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can go back space-dust return, because it"s just stuck in the Matrix otherwise.

worse things than space-dust. Being stuck in a vampire matrix is one of
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"return to space-dust", where eventually those structures implode in on themselves and

called a "space-dust return" and then once freed as space-dust, as

once freed as space-dust, as fragmented units of consciousness and atomic structure, they
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return would become space-dust return But that"s where we"re at right now. We
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dynamics of "Space-dust Return" in what"s called Death Star implosion." We"ll learn
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Innocent Unknowing of space-dust fragmentation." So, it"s literally as simple as that It"s
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"Path of Space-dust Return" upon expiration of its finite quantum, and resultant

go back to Space-dust Return. They implode and explode, and then in particulate
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postpone the inevitable Space-dust Return" of their galaxy. "The Alpha Illuminati-Elders
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of "hyperaccelerated space-dust" within the internal Atomic-Encasement Harness. The
quanta of
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the stuff to space-dust inside of it, then it starts to slow down
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vehicle, as just space-dust quantum, into The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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Path of Fall Space-dust Return Alignment." So once you go into this, once

Path without doing Space-dust Return first, all right? So that"s what they are
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"Fall Path Space-dust Return Evolutionary Alignment" for the entrapped spirit-consciousness.
Once
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